Appendix: Classroom ideas

(A) Flash cards.
Show the cards to the students and ask them which pair of words joined by “and” could refer to that picture. So they have to get both the vocabulary and the correct word order. E.g search Shutterstock.com for image 459689722 → stars and stripes.

1. Shutterstock image 147635921 - fried fish on top of chunky chips
2. Shutterstock image 298109789 - a collection of 16 high detail avatars silhouettes
3. Shutterstock image 281775719 - cupid icon
4. Shutterstock image 579420913 - breakfast tray
5. Shutterstock image 207549787 - black and white piece of a cloth fabric
6. Shutterstock image 138416909 - crossed fork over knife illustration
7. Shutterstock image 280359899 - couple with new baby
8. Shutterstock image 267340559 - male hand giving money another one
9. Shutterstock image 419865958 - standard construction safety
10. Shutterstock image 285285230 - chalk isolated on white
    and Shutterstock image 343034981 - delicious cheese on the table
    Show both images to the students, one for each half of the phrase.

(B) Word order
Put words (or possibly pictures) in the right order (could be autogenerated from the list).
E.g. [address, name] → Name and address

11. [time, place]
12. [home, house]
13. [nice, easy]
14. [faces, names]
15. [loud, clear]
16. [law, order]
17. [longitude, latitude]
18. [soul, heart]
19. [demand, supply]
20. [make, break]

(C) Fill the blanks

Fill in blank to complete the word pair. (There may be more than one possible correct answer.)

E.g. Fast and ___. \(\rightarrow\) Fast and furious.

1. ___s and pencils.
2. Near and ___.
3. ___ and then.
4. ___ and effect.
5. Trial and ___.
6. Far and ___.
7. ___ and tidy.
8. ___ and quiet.
9. Nook and ___.
10. To and ___.

(D) Guess the word pair.

E.g. to describe if something is more important than other things \(\rightarrow\) first and foremost.

1. Which pair of short words can describe the advantages and disadvantages of something?
2. Which word pair compares good and bad weather?
3. Which word pair describes falling in love with someone?
4. Which word pair describes a husband and wife before while they are getting married?
5. Which word pair describes solving a problem by tackling it directly?
6. Which word pair do companies invest money in, in order to design a product?
7. Which word pair refers to things going on in the current time and the current place?
8. Which words are a game played by children where they look for each other?
9. What two words can mean “occasionally”, and also refer to entering or leaving a public transport vehicle?
10. What two words can we say if something is extremely important? A matter of ____?
Answers to questions.

A)
1. Fish and chips.
2. Head and shoulders.
3. Bow and arrow.
5. Black and white.
7. Mum and dad.
8. Give and take.
10. Chalk and cheese.

B)
1. Time and place.
2. House and home.
3. Nice and easy.
4. Names and faces.
5. Loud and clear.
6. Law and order.
7. Longitude and latitude.
8. Heart and soul.
10. Make or break

C)
1. Pens and pencils.
2. Near and far. Also near and dear.
3. Now and then. Also there and then.
4. Cause and effect.
5. Trial and error.
6. Far and wide.
8. Peace and quiet.
10. To and fro.

D)
1. Pros and cons.
2. Rain or shine.
3. Fall head over heels in love with.
4. Bride and groom.
5. Trial and error.
6. Research and development.
7. Here and now.
8. Hide and seek.
10. Life or death.